**Supporting Minority Serving Institutions**

**By the Numbers**

Our Blogs — Monday Morning MSI Line Up and MSIs Unplugged — have generated over **175,000** words. That’s equivalent to **3 full-length novels**.

- **290** MSI Students have attended our MSI Graduate Student Weekend

**The Center Has Published:**

- **149** op-eds
- **30** peer-reviewed articles
- **5** full-length scholarly books
- **30** original research reports
- **78** partnerships with Minority Serving Institutions

**We have partnerships with:**

- **50** Study Abroad Scholarships Awarded with CIEE
- **25** MSI Presidents have joined us and CIEE to increase the diversity of students studying abroad
- **28** MSI Faculty trained with CIEE to lead study abroad excursions

**Center Members:**

- **6** Staff Members
- **10** Research Assistants
- **96** Keynote Speeches

**Center Affiliates:**

- **20** Partner Organizations
- **70** Center Affiliates
- **67** Guest MSI Speakers

**Visits:**

- **36** Visits to MSIs
- **196** Individual Donors
- **15** MSI Presidential Mentors

**The Center Has Been Involved In or Featured In:**

- **12** Television Appearances
- **2** Congressional Testimonies
- **379** News Articles
- **71** Radio Interviews